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I bought this because our rescue dog looks EXACTLY like the one on the cover. So now we know

what breed she is.The book turned out to be very good, excellent tips, and good run down of where

you can and can not hike with the dog. With the government encroaching on every aspect of your

life/freedom, you need books like this to tell you where you can still do simple stuff, like walk in the

woods with your dog, without breakin da law!

The good: discovered Mt. Major hike over Alton Bay. Very nice! The bad: the description of the

Boulder Trail at Mt. Major had it as the easier path, not "jumping boulder to boulder". Well, that's just

not true. The path we took up, not Boulder, was pretty easy, Boulder trail coming down was all

boulder to boulder at the top. Makes it hard to trust descriptions of other hikes.

Good Read!!!!

This is a must have for avid hikers with dogs or just beginners. It maps out trails in NH and VT. This

book is available for other states as well. It also lists dog friendly lodging!!! Though I would always

call ahead since the book was published a while ago.The trail descriptions are right on and the

difficulty levels are pretty accurate. It rates them on a 5 paw rating scale, 1 being easy and 5 being

strenuous. Each trail is given a great description of what to expect in terms of terrain, length and

history. The book also lets readers know if there is a fee for parking, I like this best since you never

know and I'm not one to keep cash on hand.I use this book every year we go camping in the White

Mountains, I won't leave home without it. It's a great tool for planning your trip.

Excellent book, you won't be disappointed! Good maps, good descriptions, and tips about traffic on

the trail, etc. I am new to Vermont (from PA) and this helped me find many great day hikes with my

dog and friends.Highly recommended! I only wish there were a few more hikes around the South

Royalton area (east-central VT). There's a small hole in the hikes for that area, which is where I

live....

This is a great book with a wealth of valuable information on what to expect and where to go with

your four-legged friends. Nothing worse than taking Fido out for a hike only to learn that no dogs are

allowed. Not only does Best Hikes w/ Dogs clearly indicate which parks allow dogs, but it also

details how strenuous the hike is and the issues you may encounter along the way.



Its an okay book. The trail write ups are nice and while you could find information about the trails for

free online, the fact that they're written with a dog in mind is something you more often than not will

not see elsewhere. However, since it is a book, some of the trail information is outdated, especially

after Hurricane Irene did all kinds of damage to the trail systems and forest roads.Difficulty rating

system may or may not be accurate for you and your dog. I found many of the hikes to be 1-paw too

high in difficulty but it may be spot on for you. Once you do a few you get a general idea of how long

and difficult they'll actually be for you compared to what they're rated in the book.The major issue

with the kindle version is the giant overview map and charts are horribly implemented. I can barely

read many of the numbers and text when viewing on my kindle or phone. I have to open the book

up on my computer and make the images quite large to make them usable.

love it
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